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Welcome to the Circle Ten Council University of Scouting!
On behalf of Circle Ten Council and the 2018 University of Scouting team, I welcome you to this year’s ultimate Scouting training
event at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas.
We are pleased to once again host our event at Southern Methodist University this year and are very fortunate to have access to an
exceptional facility. I want to thank the staff and administration of the various facilities of Southern Methodist University who have
spent many hours working with us and have been gracious in their assistance to our staff.
Inside this Program Overview, you will find registration information, course fee schedule, College Catalogs, parking information, and
some other helpful information. Please use the College Catalogs to make your course selections before beginning your online
CampMaster registration process. All of the information you need should be found in this Program Overview. However, please keep
checking the website for updates which may occur up to the day of the event.
This is the largest single training event for adults and select youth leaders in Circle Ten Council! In addition, you’ll have the
opportunity to meet and share ideas with other like-minded friends of scouting throughout the area. This document has all the
information you need to plan your day and to be prepared. Should you still have any questions please feel free to contact me by
sending email to Jimmy@GreenwoodJr.com.
We are always trying to improve your experience, and this year we have added new courses in each of the colleges. We hope you
take advantage of them and learn more about what it means to be a leader in one of those great areas of scouting. Please, help us
continue to improve by providing constructive feedback as well as new course ideas.
Those can be sent to
Jimmy@GreenwoodJr.com.
We encourage you to use your time between classes for networking with old friends, to make new friends and to enjoy a great
lunch. Our Midway this year is planned to be our biggest and best ever, to be held in a large tent easily accessible from any of your
courses. Please visit the many Scout-friendly venders who have given their Saturday to provide you with exposure to new tools and
ideas for improving your Scouting unit.
Of course, we could not do this without the exceptional dedication and support of many volunteers. From instructors to the
administrative staff, I thank you for your efforts to make this a spectacular event. I also thank those who came before me and put
together a great program. Their efforts coupled with ideas from other University of Scouting program across the BSA make for a
great training opportunity!
Participant check-in and walk-up registration begins at 7:00am. As you might imagine, with over 900 expected participants, lines can
become quite long and rooms crowded. Please don’t wait until the last minute to check-in and register. You MUST check in at the
registration hall regardless whether you have pre-registered or not.
2018 University of Scouting Administration
Building and Rooms will change up to the day of the event, so please
visit the web site for the latest information.
Jon Blount, Dean - College of Commissioner Science
On behalf of the youth in Circle Ten – a sincere THANK YOU for joining
us! By your registration you have indicated your dedication to the
principle that every Scout deserves a trained leader.

Blaine Whitgrove, Dean - College of Boy Scouting
Joey Greenaway and Brandy Pryde, Deans - College of General
Studies
Robert Gates, Dean - College of Venturing
Desiree Erb, Dean – College of Cub Scouting
Michell Crawford, Vice-Chancellor - Midway
Wendi Hanna, Vice-Chancellor - Facilities

Jimmy Greenwood, Chancellor
University of Scouting 2018
Circle Ten Council | Boy Scouts of America

Registering for the University of Scouting
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Jimmy Greenwood, Chancellor
John Burpee, Circle Ten Training Chair
Karen Thunert, University of Scouting Staff Advisor
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Class sizes are limited so please register early to ensure your spot in the courses you wish to take. Although we will do our best to
accommodate all registrations, due to instructor availability, class limitations and circumstances beyond our control we may find it
necessary to reschedule or cancel a class. On-line registration is available only through CampMaster, and will run from the end of
October through December 10, 2017. After this date, on-line registration will not be available, but you will be able to do walk-in
registration for classes that are still available. Additional instructions for the use of CampMaster are available starting on page 23 of
this Program Overview.
Walk-in registration is the day of the event and is required if you did not pre-register. All day courses may not be available for
walk-in selection. Walk-ins will receive course assignments based on availability of classroom space, instructors and time. Lunch
and the commemorative patch will be available based on the number of pre-registered participants. Due to time constraints, walkin registrants may be unable to complete registration in time to attend a course scheduled for the first period. In other words, we
strongly encourage you to use on-line registration to have the best opportunity to get into the classes you wish. Please follow the
signs on campus to direct you to the registration location.
>>>>

PLEASE NOTE: Pre-registration will not be available after December 10, 2017

<<<<

****Registration does not constitute check-in. You will need to check-in on the day of the event.****

Registration Fee
Online registration will be available up to December 10, 2017. This year the cost is $30 for all who register online. After December
10, 2017 registration will close and only walk-in registration will be available. Some courses may close during online registration
due to classroom limitations. Which means many of the leader specific courses may not be available for walk-in registrants. Walkin registration is $45 regardless of the number of classes taken or if lunch is desired. This per person fee includes attendance to all
courses, lunch, commemorative patch, course handouts, facility expenses and covers liability insurance recovery and administrative
costs. Please pre-register and save money!

Basic Schedule
The University of Scouting will run from 7:00am until 5:00pm. Walk-in registration will begin at 7:00am and schedule updates will be
posted. Each participant will receive a personalized schedule of classes. Classes are 60 minutes in duration with 15 minutes
between classes and begin at 8:30am. Each lunch period is 60 minutes. Your schedule will have 7 session periods available.
Depending on the courses you select and your decision to take lunch or not will determine how many courses you will be able to
take. Before you begin your actual registration in CampMaster, please review the various college offering and determine which
courses in which college you wish to take.
If you do not have a CampMaster Account, you will need to get one before you register!!. It is free. All you need is an active
email address. When you first go to the CampMaster home page, it will walk you through the process of setting up an account.
Once you have your account, you may now register for the University of Scouting. If you need additional assistance, go to page 23 of
this document. If you are registering for other individuals, you will need to have their CampMaster account or create one on their
behalf.
After you register, you may come back into your Camp Master account and change your course selections up to December 10, 2017.
After that, you will not be able do online registration or make changes to your schedule. Any modifications will need to occur during
the day of the event at the different College’s tables after you have checked-in.
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Location, Facilities and Parking
The Circle Ten Council University of Scouting will be held at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas. Specifically, our classes
will be located near Dallas Hall, or the Simmons buildings on the north side of campus. Other buildings may be used as needed.
Detailed maps (see Appendix for the current one), driving directions and diagrams of the campus may be found on the SMU website
at the following address: http://www.smu.edu/maps.
Handicap Parking will be available upon request. Please notify the Chancellor or Facilities Vice-Chancellor of your need. Special
instructions will be sent to you.
An email will be sent to all participants during the week prior to the event providing parking information and other campus activities
which might impact our day. If you have any questions, please contact the Chancellor at Jimmy@GreenwoodJr.com. Please be
mindful and considerate of the surroundings. Each classroom should be accessible; however, access to elevators may be limited.
There should be sufficient time to move between buildings for your class changes. Directions and schedules will be in your check-in
packet. Please send an email to the Facilities Director (facilities@c10univ.org) if you have a special medical or accessibility
requirement. We have done our best to minimize travel times.

CHECK-IN, Materials Pickup and Walk-in Registration Location
We will have registration once again in the MAC hall above the Cafeteria. All participants and staff will need to check in at this
“Check-In and Registration” location. Final instructions will be sent out regarding registration and parking information the week of
the event. Participants will need to pick up a materials packet during this check-in process. You may not attend a class without
registering. The Registration Hall will have staff on hand throughout the day to assist you with any questions.

Lunch
Due to the number of participants, lunch will be provided during two periods, 11:00-12:00 and 12:15 to 1:15. Upon check-in you will
receive a handout which contains your lunch ticket. Please turn in your lunch ticket at one of the locations within the cafeteria to
receive your lunch. Walk-in registrants will receive a lunch ticket on a first come first served basis as long as they last.
Classes which run through both lunch periods will have a predetermined arrangement for a lunch. Some classes may have boxed
lunches served in the room and your instructor will inform you as to which approach will be used.
If you see a group of box lunches, please do not take a one of the box lunches. You will be taking away someone else’s lunch. If
you choose to take independent classes during the two lunch periods you will need to bring your own lunch. No Box Lunch will be
available except for select courses which will not be available for walk-in registration.
Although SMU typically provides a variety of foods to meet today’s student demands, special dietary needs may not be met;
therefore, please bring your own lunch if your diet restrictions are not normally met in cafeteria style restaurants. Due to the size of
our event and the logistics involved we cannot accommodate specialized menus or food orders. Partial refunds are not available if
you decide to bring your own meal. If you choose to take classes during the lunch break offering and are not attending a seven hour
class, we suggest you bring your lunch.

University Midway
Our Midway this year should be our biggest and best ever. Please visit the many venders who are there to make your life as a Scout
leader easier. The location should be easy to find, as it will be in a huge tent on the main mall of the SMU campus. As with
everything, please provide us with ideas for venders for future Universities of Scouting.

Philmont Lottery Drawing
Drawing for Philmont treks will be held at noon (12:00 PM) in the Mac Ballroom, where registration/check-in will be held. All
interested Troop, Crew or Ship leaders should attend.
Page 4
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Guests and or Accompanied Children?
Guests are not allowed. All who attend the University of Scouting must register as a participant, instructor or attend as an invited
guest of the Chancellor. There are no accommodations for babysitting, day care or other means to look after children. As a courtesy
to other attendees and to prevent any disruptions, children are not permitted to attend the event even if accompanied by a parent
or guardian. The only exceptions to this rule are those youth Scouts (14 years of age or older) who have registered for one of the
youth-eligible classes: Trainer’s Edge, Venturing Academy or Senior Patrol Leader Academy. SMU is now requiring a parental
consent form to be provided for participants under 18. Instructors will be contacting attendees to provide and bring the
completed form with them to check-in. Under 18 will not be allowed to stay without the parental consent form completed and
signed.

Your Personal Schedule
Before you begin the registration process, take a moment to plan your options. Please use the table below to help you with this
process. You may then use this to assist you as you register online. Be sure to review classes in ALL COLLEGES! We have moved
several classes from different programs into the College of General Studies in addition to adding new classes in each College.
Although lunch is not required, we do offer two opportunities to have lunch. Please note: your fee entitles you to only one lunch
and you will need to schedule which lunch you prefer.
Once you are ready, go to CampMaster, sign into your account, and proceed with registering for the University of Scouting 2018. If
you don’t have an account you can easily create one. See page 23 for guidance.
Activity

Start

End

Check In

7:00 am

7:50 am

Opening Ceremony

8:00 am

8:20 am

Period 1

8:30 am

9:30 am

Period 2

9:45 am

10:45 am

Period 3 (Lunch A)

11:00 am

12:00 pm

Period 4 (Lunch B)

12:15 pm

1:15 pm

Period 5

1:30 pm

2:30 pm

Period 6

2:45 pm

3:45 pm

Period 7

4:00 pm

5:00 pm

st

1 Choice

nd

2 Choice

Suggested Courses by Need or Experience
In trying to help those who are new or those who have been there done that or those looking for specific training, we have
structured the course numbers to provide a guide as to when you might want to consider the course. For instance, first year leaders
should look at the courses in the 100-200 range. This applies to all colleges except for the Commissioner College. The Commissioner
College has a pre-set course offering designed by the National office which steers participants to specific “degrees” within that
College. Only the Commissioner College offers degree programs as designated by the Boy Scouts of America national office.
The Commissioner College has also redefined and grouped their course offerings to help with course selections. Please see their
section later in this document.
In many instances there will be more classes offered than available hours in the day. Again, this is a suggestion of classes based
around a common theme and one is free to choose any (or none) of the classes in a track. There is nothing to prevent you from
taking classes in or out of a track nor even across different tracks.
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As a reminder, each class is hosted by a University of Scouting college. However, except for the Commissioner College where
specific degrees are offered, you do not have to be involved at any specific level to take any specific course. Although we hope all
classes will always be available, it’s possible a class or two might become full. Check the schedule closely as some are offered at
multiple times.

Class Offerings and Time Grids
The following are the class offerings by College with a brief course description following the grid. Please use this to determine the
class and time you would like to attend and apply for that session at that time. Please note that the name will determine the
College, the class number and the session offered (CUB101.1 versus CUB101.2).
Each College is identified by the first three letters:
Cub Scouts
Boy Scouts
Venturing
Commissioners
General Studies

CUB
BOY
VEN
ACS, BCS, MCS, DCS, CED
GEN

Please pay close attention to the numbering scheme of each course. As you look at the different courses, we have made an attempt
to identify courses we believe the first year, second year and more experience leader may want to take by revising our numbering
scheme. Courses which are 1XX, should be considered by first and second year leaders. Courses which are 2XX are suggested to
leaders who have completed their position specific training and need more information which would be helpful to their role.
Courses which are 3XX are more for the leaders who have been in their role for some time and are looking for more knowledge.
When you look at the course and it says 1xx.1 and there is another 1xx.2, these are separate offerings at different times.
Always remember the General Studies College as it contains courses which are applicable across most if not all types of Units.
Only the Commissioner College, which confers degrees based upon a nationally prescribed curriculum, contains multiple
designations:
Lunch & Learn
Bachelors
Masters
Doctorate
Continuing Education

ACS
BCS
MCS
DCS
CED

Regardless of role, you may take any course during the University of Scouting program so long as space is available.
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College of Cub Scouting Schedule
Session 1

Session 2

8:30 AM-9:30 AM

9:45 AM-10:45 AM

Session 3
11:00 AM-12:00
PM

Session 4
12:15 PM--1:15
PM

Session 5

Session 6

Session 7

1:30 PM--2:30 PM

2:45 PM--3:45 PM

4:00 PM--5:00PM

CUB101.1
Cub Leader Specific Training

CUB101.2
Cub Leader Specific Training (2nd offering)
CUB130
BALOO
CUB201
Strictly for Cub Masters

CUB140.1
Tips for a Great
Pack

CUB140.2
Tips for a Great
Pack

CUB120
The Role of Pack
Trainer

CUB210.1
Basic Outdoor
Cooking

CUB210.2
Basic Outdoor
Cooking

CUB211.1
Intermediate
Outdoor Cooking

CUB160

CUB230

CUB310

Cub215

CUB236

Campfire Program

Cub Scout
Retention Toolbox

CUB260
Making the Most
Out of Your
Meeting Time

Games

CUB211.2
Intermediate Outdoor
Cooking
CUB220
Planning FUN &
Effective Pack
Meetings

Crafts You Can Eat

Whittling Chip

CUB250

CUB340

CUB240

CUB222

Special Awards

Crafts for
WEBELOS

Knots for CUBS

Blue and Gold
Ceremonies

CUB330
WEBELOS Pacing
and Transitions

CUB270
Pack Finances

CUB234
Let's Race Derbies
and Regattas

CUB232
Planning Great
Campouts

CUB301.1

CUB301.2

Cub Chemistry

Cub Chemistry

CUB211.3
Intermediate Outdoor
Cooking

CUB380.2
STEMtastic

CUB280

CUB242

Recruiting and Join
Scouting Night

Leatherworking

CUB380.1

CUB162

STEMtastic

Getting Parents
Involved

CUB395
Circle Ten Camp
Surprise

CUB360
Outings and Hikes
CUB150
Ceremonies

Course Descriptions
CUB101
CUB120
CUB130

CUB140

CUB150
CUB160
CUB162
CUB201

CUB210
CUB211
CUB215
Version 6

CUB Leader Specific Training: The main course to be considered “trained” for the Cub Scout program. The instructorled version of Position-Specific Training is the BSA preferred method of training over the online version.
Role of the Pack Trainer: Learn the duties and responsibilities required of the Pack Trainer (registered position) and
how he or she can help the pack grow!
BALOO: Basic Adult Leader Outdoor Orientation for Cub Scout leaders is a one-day training event that introduces
participants to the skills needed to plan and conduct Pack outdoor activities, particularly pack camping. This training
is required for any adult who is in charge of planning a pack campout, and it is required that at least one adult per
pack complete BALOO training in order to comply with BSA requirements.
Tips for a Great Pack: Come hear from an experienced Cub Scouter who has "been there, done that" to learn what
you can do (and what not to do) to create a great pack. This includes topics such as encouraging boys to wear their
uniforms properly, ensure parent participation, encourage recruiting and retention in your pack, and how to develop
and retain trained leaders.
Ceremonies: Great ceremonies that are motivational and dramatic. Keeping your ceremonies jazzed adds to the
excitement and fun for everyone!
Games: Indoor, outdoor, fast, slow, physical and mental. Let the games begin!
Getting Parents Involved: How to recruit, train and retain adults in your unit.
Strictly For Cubmasters: This full day class offers everything Cubmasters and prospective Cubmasters ever wanted to
know about their responsibilities, including delivering a quality pack program, the charter renewal process,
WEBELOS-to-Scout transition, conducting the pack meeting, practical ideas for ceremonies and keeping the pack
program energized. Completion of the online Cubmaster course is a required prerequisite to this course to receive
credit for Position Specific Training and receive the "Trained" patch.
Basic Outdoor Cooking: Who says Cubs can’t cook outdoors? You don’t have to eat just hot dogs! This is a hands-on
outdoor class. See it, do it, eat it, and take the ideas back to your den.
Intermediate Outdoor Cooking: Who says Cubs can’t cook outdoors? This is one step above the basics and for those
who want just a bit more. This is a hands-on outdoor class. See it, do it, eat it, and take the ideas back to your den.
Crafts You Can Eat: Make a craft, have fun, and eat it? You know boys will love what you learn in this class!
Page 7
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CUB222
CUB225
CUB230
CUB232

CUB234
CUB236
CUB240
CUB242
CUB250

CUB260
CUB270
CUB280
CUB301
CUB310

CUB330

CUB340
CUB360
CUB380
CUB395
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Planning FUN & Effective Pack Meetings: Every pack has a different personality and style. We will talk about the
basics of developing your Pack’s personality. Pack meeting planning will be covered, along with some of the variants
you may want to include in your meetings. We will also be covering ideas on how to get other adults and the cubs
involved in planning and executing the meeting.
Blue and Gold Ceremonies: How to have the best Cub Scout birthday ever with themes, decorations, ceremonies and
more! This class covers planning, organizing, and presentation.
Cub Magic: Come learn some basic illusions and tricks to delight and awe your Scouts and families. At the end of the
class, you will be ready to successfully perform 2-3 magic tricks. No prior experience is needed.
Campfire Program: Planning the campfire itinerary; incorporating the 4 S’s for a successful campfire – Songs, Stunts,
Stories, and Showmanship; and campfire safety.
Planning Great Campouts: Feel overwhelmed about planning a campout for a whole pack? We will make it easy, and
break it down into steps for you to follow. Your campout may just be your den’s or pack’s favorite part of Cub
Scouting!
Let's Race! Derbies and Regattas: Plan ‘em, build ‘em, run ‘em, score ‘em and make ‘em a super addition to your Cub
Scout program.
Whittlin’ Chip: Be Whittlin’ Chip trained so you can teach Cub Scouts and WEBELOS Scouts how to use and care for
their pocket knives. You will need to bring your own pocket knife to this course.
Knots for Cubs: Don’t know a sheepshank from a granny knot? Come and see how easy it is to learn (and teach)
knots that Cubs can use.
Leatherworking: Learn the basics of stamping and tooling with simple projects just for Cub Scouts.
Special Awards: There are many “Special” Awards available to Cub Scouts that are beyond the handbook – Texas
badge, recruiter strip, helmet safety badge, Greater Dallas area historical patch, interpreter strips, and much, much
more!
Making the Most Out of Your Meeting Time: Incorporate awards, STEM and more into meetings you are doing
anyway. How to work with different rank boys and help each of them earn requirements at the same time.
Pack Finances: Learn how to address the unique needs of Cub Scout finance.
Recruiting and Join Scouting Night: Successful packs make recruiting new Cubs a year round process. Learn how to
recruit all year long and to make the most out of your recruiting events.
Cub Scout Chemistry: Don’t be afraid of flunking this chemistry class! This is fun science at its best and easiest.
Cub Scout Retention Toolbox: The Cub Scout Retention Toolbox is not a physical toolbox. It is an execution of yearround Cub Scout retention strategies. The primary takeaway is a set of tools, or ideas, that should help you increase
retention in Cub Scouting in your service area.
WEBELOS Pacing and Transitions: Guidelines and timeframes to help you design a well-balanced, goal-oriented
schedule to earn the WEBELOS badge and Arrow of Light. We’ll also discuss troop visitations and other ways to get
insight into troop programs & styles, how to pick a troop, preparing for changes in meeting formats, typical questions
and more.
Crafts for WEBELOS: Intriguing crafts that help WEBELOS earn their adventure pins.
Outings and Hikes: Where to go, what to do, and how to do it. Boys like to get outside. Take them!
STEMtastic: Learn how to incorporate STEM into your weekly meetings in simple and fun ways.
Circle Ten Camp Surprise: Learn what the Circle Ten camps offer today and how to access those offerings.
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College of Boy Scouting Schedule
Session 1
8:30:00 AM-9:30
AM

Session 2
9:45:00 AM-10:45
AM

Session 3
11:00:00 AM-12:00
PM

Session 4
12:15:00 PM--1:15
PM

Session 5
1:30:00 PM--2:30
PM

Session 6
2:45:00 PM--3:45
PM

Session 7
4:00:00 PM-5:00PM

BOY101
SM/ASM Leader Specific Training
BOY302
Wilderness Survival BSA Style
BOY301

BOY220
Beginning Map and
Compass Reading

Backpacking
BOY201
Strictly for Scoutmasters
BOY103

BOY104

BOY202

Scouting Most
Powerful Minute

WEBELOS to Scout
Transition

Boy Led Troops

BOY110

BOY105

Climb on Safely

Troop Choices

BOY204
The New Scout
Patrol

BOY246
District/Council
Advancement
Leader Training
New

BOY350
Energizing Adult
Leaders with
Roundtable

BOY203
Developing Troop
By-Laws and Codes
of Conduct

BOY205
Merit Badge
Counseling 101

BOY107.2
Basic Knots and
Lashings

BOY252
Boy Scout Special
Awards
New

BOY303
National High
Adventure Bases

BOY106

BOY107.1

BOY352

BOY255

Easy Planning for
Effective Meetings

Basic Knots and
Lashings

Adv Training Makes
a Difference

Starting a New
Troop
New

BOY258
Building a Boy Led
Troop from the
Start
New

BOY340
Small Troops:
Bigger is not always
Better
New

BOY224
Finding youth who
are looking for
Scouting

BOY108

BOY309
Developing an
Effective Troop
Committee

BOY214
Troop Medical
Emergency
Preparedness

BOY208
Meaningful
Scoutmaster
Conferences
Boy240
Making
Advancement
Judgement calls
New

BOY353
Advising Eagle
Scout Candidates

Cooking from
A to Z
BOY209
First Year Parent
Orientation and
Engagement

BOY354
Challenging and
Retaining Older
Scouts

BOY216

BOY243

BOY218

Water Filters and
Purifiers

Effective Troop
Advancement

Fishing Programs
for Troops

New

New

BOY222

BOY355

Training Youth
Leaders

Inspriational Scout
Leader

BOY223.1
Dutch Oven
Cooking
BOY221
Skill Games Used to
Teach Scouting
Skills

BOY207

BOY211

Get on the Cutting
EDGE

Basic Shooting
Sports Program

BOY304

BOY310

Wilderness First Aid

Hammock Camping

BOY215

BOY223.2

Winter Camping

Dutch Oven
Cooking

BOY357

BOY213

Circle Ten Camp
Surprise

Camping within 2
hrs of DFW

BOY356

BOY308

Improve Leadership
Through OA Particp

Prepared for
Catastrophe

BOY249
Eagle Projects: The
Ins and Outs of THE
Project
New

BOY900
SPL Academy
BOY312
Philmont Advisor Skills School (PASS)
New

Course Descriptions
BOY101
BOY103
BOY104

BOY105

BOY106
BOY107
BOY108
BOY110
Version 6

SM/ASM Leader Specific Training: Required leader-specific training for all adults with SM/ASM positions.
Scouting’s Most Powerful Minute: This class is for everyone who wants to understand the power of the Scoutmaster
minute. Learn how to make this minute work for you and your troop.
WEBELOS-to-Scout Transition: This session will help Scouters know what is involved with graduating WEBELOS into
the Boy Scout program. Whether you are a Cub Scout leader, Boy Scout leader or a member of a committee, you
need to know your role regarding this time in a boy’s life.
Troop Choices: Choosing a troop can be not only the first Boy Scout decision but can also be the most important
decision in defining their future Scouting success. Not every Troop is right for every boy. The size, the program, and
the style of leadership all have an effect on the choice.
Easy Planning for Effective Meetings: Discuss the elements for planning the Troop's annual program. The session
will encourage the timely evaluation of all activities using the weekly and monthly Patrol Leader's Council meetings.
Basic Knots and Lashings: Learn how to tie basic knots, whip and fuse rope ends and make splices.
Cooking from A to Z: Learn about menus, stoves, utensil-less cooking, trail cooking, Dutch ovens and clean up.
Climb on Safely Climb on Safely is the Boy Scouts of America's recommended procedure for organizing BSA Unit
Climbing/Rappelling activities at a natural rock site or a specifically designed facility such as a Climbing Wall, Climbing
Page 9
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Tower or Climbing Gym. You will be presented a Climb On Safely training card at the completion of the course.
BOY201

BOY202
BOY203
BOY204
BOY205
BOY207
BOY208

BOY209

BOY211

BOY213
BOY214
BOY215
BOY216

BOY218

BOY220
BOY221

BOY222
BOY223
BOY224

BOY240

Page 10

Strictly For Scoutmasters: An all-day course for Scoutmasters, ASMs and those soon to be in this role. Learn from the
best - other Scoutmasters. This is an interactive course designed to deal with all the most difficult issues facing
Scoutmasters today. Bring your problems, leave a confidence and excitement you can share with your troop and its
SPL.
Boy Led Troops: The Patrol Method. The Patrol Leaders’ Council. BSA's Troop Leadership Training with special
emphasis on how to conduct this training in your troop.
Developing Troop By-Laws and Codes of Conduct: Beginning points of governance begin with policies and guidelines
such as by-laws and codes of conduct. Who should have input? What should be included?
The New Scout Patrol: Everyone does it differently. Hear how different ideas work in other troops. Come and share
your ideas and pick up some new ones.
Merit Badge Counseling 101: Running a merit badge course is more than completing a worksheet or reading a
manual. This will show the steps and expected involvement of a counselor.
Get on the Cutting EDGE: Top down leadership doesn't work, even the military is moving away from it. Understand
the leadership skills your youth leaders are learning at NYLT with the Leading EDGE/Teaching EDGE.
Meaningful Scoutmaster Conferences: These can be intimidating for Scoutmasters as well as Scouts. What to ask,
what to say, what to do, how to get the most out of this conversation. Great for Assistant Scoutmasters, too; or
anyone else who works with Scouts.
First Year Parent Orientation and Engagement: Your first year parents are either very new to scouting or bringing
their expectations from Cub Scouts. Setting the tone and getting them engaged correctly will help both the Scout
and the troop.
Basic Shooting Sports Safety: Shooting sports programs are popular activities for Scouts of all ages, and the Boy
Scouts of America adheres to its long-standing policy of teaching its youth and adult members safe, responsible, and
intelligent ways to handle, care for, and use archery, shotguns, air rifles, rimfire, and BB guns in planned, carefully
managed, and supervised programs. This does not provide NRA certifications.
Camping within 2 hours of the Dallas Area: Is your troop tired of driving for hours to camp once a month? Come and
share your ideas about places that can be easily reached in two hours.
Troop Medical Emergency Preparedness: We pray it never happens but you have to be prepared for when it does.
Here’s how.
Winter Camping: Learn to prepare for and enjoy the winter camping experience. Topics will include clothing, safety,
sleeping systems, and improvised shelters.
Water Filters and Purifiers: This session clears up misunderstandings of water filters and purifiers. We show
examples of water filters, how they work and try to clear up any misconceptions of each method and what they really
do. This class includes a handout with pump help, hint list and includes information on different types of filters and
purifiers on the market.
Fishing Programs for Troops: Learn how to incorporate fishing into your yearly program to retain Scouts, attract
Scouts and increase your parent involvement. Learn also about special awards offered by the BSA for fishing and
advanced fishing related training for Scouters.
Beginning Map and Compass Reading: Learn to orient a map with a compass and prepare a compass course. Bring
your own compass.
Skill Games Used to Teach Scouting Skills: If Scouting is a game with a purpose, why aren't we having fun at our
troop meetings or training sessions? This class will explore ways to make Scouting more fun and interesting for the
boys (and adults) while teaching Scouting skills. Inter-patrol activities, contests, competitions, games, and Troop
outings will be discussed and demonstrated.
Training Youth Leaders: Learn what training is available to your Scouts that will help develop their leadership so they
can better lead their Troop.
Dutch Oven Cooking: Dutch oven cooking is fun and simple. Learn how to do more of it.
Finding Youth Who Are Looking for Scouting: In this class we will discuss recruiting Ideas and Practices and when and
where it is best to implement them. We will look at developing a dynamic Year Round Recruiting Plan, that is both
fun and relevant in today's technology based society. We will also look at fun as to improve retention and to keep
scouts coming back for more.
Making Advancement Judgment Calls: How do you handle those advancement questions that are open to
interpretation? How do you decide if you should follow the spirit of the law or the letter of the law? Council
advancement committee members will be ready to answer your questions.
Version 6
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BOY249
BOY252

BOY255
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BOY301
BOY302
BOY303
BOY304
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BOY309
BOY310
Boy312

BOY340
BOY350
BOY352

BOY353
BOY354
BOY355
BOY356

BOY357
BOY900
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Effective Troop Advancement: This presentation provides new and prospective troop advancement coordinators and
troop advancement committee members with the basic knowledge and skills needed to get started. It can also serve
as a refresher to veterans. Participants will learn about the advancement process, their unique role in it, and the
related BSA national policies and procedures.
District and Council Advancement Leader Training: Learn the methods and techniques needed to help your district's
units improve their advancement and meet the council goals.
Eagle Projects: The Ins and Outs of THE Project: This course will cover the process and the requirements for
conducting Eagle Scout Service Projects. Time will also be included for questions and answers.
Boy Scout Special Awards - This course will cover some of the awards that your scouts may already be earning but
don’t know it. Examples include the Hornaday Award, the National Outdoor Achievement Award, Nova Awards,
World Conservation Award and The Complete Angler Award
Starting a New Troop – This course is to help provide a foundation for those scouters are just starting a new troop
and need help overcoming the problems and pitfalls new troops run into.
Building a Boy Led Troop From the Start- Build a boy led troop as your troop begins and set the foundation to
continue being a boy led troop
Backpacking: Techniques, gear, places and everything that makes backpacking so great!
Wilderness Survival BSA Style: Learn mental preparedness, first aid, shelter, fire, water, food, signaling recognition
and what should go in a survival kit. (2 hours)
National High Adventure Bases: An overview of high adventure camps Philmont, Northern Tier, Sea Base, and
Summit will be discussed and described. Additional information will be available for each program at the Midway.
Wilderness First Aid: This is not the certification course. This is an introduction to the mindset of victim rescue and
patient treatment in a remote location. Specifics on legal obligations, lightning strikes, near drowning, CPR,
hypothermia and animal attacks.
Prepared for Catastrophe: What do you do when the unthinkable happens during a Scouting outing? Find out what
to do.
Developing an Effective Troop Committee: Make your committee vital. Learn new ways to improve the role and
engagement of your Troop Committee.
Hammock Camping: Learn the various applications and approaches to hammock camping versus tent camping.
PASS: The Philmont Advisor Skills School (PASS) program: Designed to better prepare adult advisors to confidently
lead their crew in preparing for a Philmont trek. This course requires an extra $10 to be paid during your check out
process.
Small Troops: Bigger is Not Always Better: This course will cover tips and techniques on how to run a quality
program for smaller troops.
Energizing Adult Leaders With Roundtable Attendance: Getting your adults to Roundtable will help with training,
enthusiasm and much more. Learn the why’s and how’s.
Advanced Training Makes a Difference: Advance course training will help both youth and adults. Learn the
advantages of having your youth involved in NYLT/NAYLE as well as your adults in Wood Badge, Philmont Training
Challenge (also offered and the other High Adventure Bases) and more.
Advising Eagle Scout Candidates: Help your Life Scouts with their project selection, their Eagle application and
preparation for their Board of Review.
Challenging and Retaining Older Scouts: How do you make Scouting attractive for that older scout who is stressed
for time?
Inspirational Scout Leader: It is your role to develop the youthful Scout mind. Learn to be a better coach, instructor
and mentor to these young minds.
Improved Troop Leadership through OA Participation: Many leaders fear they will lose their Scout leadership if their
youth become involved in the Order of the Arrow. Learn how this myth is incorrect and the value the OA training can
bring to your Troop.
Circle Ten Camp Surprise: Learn what the Circle Ten camps offer today and how to access those offerings.
SPL Leadership Academy: All-day session on SPL/ASPL skills development. This course is designed for the young
Scout (14 and older) who is expecting to become the SPL and has not yet had the experience of NYLT or other similar
trainings.
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College of Venturing Schedule
Session 1
8:30:00 AM-9:30
AM

Session 2
9:45:00 AM-10:45
AM

Session 3
11:00:00 AM-12:00
PM

Session 4
12:15:00 PM--1:15
PM

Session 5
1:30:00 PM--2:30
PM

Session 6
2:45:00 PM--3:45
PM

VEN101

VEN102

Venturing Advisor Specific Training

Crew Committee Challenge

VEN105

VEN106

VEN210

VEN213

Leave No Trace for
Venturing

Tread Lightly for
Venturing

Venturing Shooting
Sports

Archery for
Venturers

VEN215
Outdoor Leadership
& Risk
Management

VEN107
OA and other
Special Crews

VEN225

VEN260

VEN145

VEN160

Expedition Planning

Venturing High
Adventure Tier I, II,
III

Goal Setting and
Time Management
for Adult Leaders

Mentoring Training
for Venturing Adult
Leaders

VEN301
Troop/Crew
Relations
Working Together

Session 7
4:00:00 PM-5:00PM
VEN201
Quit Thinking Like a
Boy Scout

VEN150
Project
Management for
Venturing Adult
Leaders
VEN250
Leadership in the
Crew

VEN900
Venturing Academy

Course Track Suggestions
To help you find the right courses, we have grouped the courses into ‘tracks’ based on role or interest areas. The codes appear here,
as well as in each appropriate course description:
New Leader:

VEN101, VEN102, VEN201

Youth:

VEN900

Advancement:

VEN145, VEN260

Course Descriptions
VEN101
VEN102
VEN105
VEN106
VEN107
VEN145
VEN150
VEN160
VEN201
VEN210
VEN213
VEN215
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Venturing Advisor Specific Training: A four hour course for Venturing Leaders, this is the required leader specific
training course for all contact adults in Venturing.
Crew Committee Challenge: Position Specific Training for Crew Committee Members - This course is intended to
provide Venturing crew committee members with the basic information they need to help manage a crew.
Leave No Trace for Venturing: Leave No Trace Awareness Class when working with Older Scouts and on High
Adventure Programs.
Tread Lightly for Venturing: Tread Lightly! Motorized/None Foot travel awareness class.
Order of the Arrow and Other Special Crews: The why and how of Crews for older youth in the OA or with special
circumstances.
Goal Setting and Time Management for Venturing Adult Leaders: Venturing Advancement Requirement - How to
conduct the Goal Setting and Time Management courses according to the BSA Syllabus.
Project Management for Venturing Adult Leaders: Venturing Advancement Requirement - How to conduct the
Project Management courses using the BSA syllabus.
Mentoring Training for Venturing Adult Leaders: Venturing Advancement Requirement - How to conduct the
Mentoring Training course according to the BSA Syllabus.
Quit Thinking Like a Boy Scout: Plan better events for older youth and how to actually do them.
Venturing Shooting Sports: Overview of the unique shooting sports opportunities for Venturing. Older youth Focus
and GTSS age appropriate guidelines.
Archery for Venturers: The ins and outs of archery for older youth programs. This not just target shooting any more.
Older youth Focus and GTSS appropriate guidelines.
Outdoor Leadership & Risk Management: Bring the outdoors to Venturing Advancement. Information relating to
outdoor leadership and risk management issues important to trek leaders from the AMC Guide to Outdoor
Leadership by Alex Kosseff.
Version 6
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Expedition Planning: More details about a Tier III Adventure needed for your Venture Advancement Plan. Successful
expedition planning is critical to all outdoor programs. You will learn how to backdate your event, when and where to
go from experts.
Leadership in the Crew: Important information about the adult/Venturer relationship and the success of the
leadership team.
Venturing High Adventure Tier I, II, III: Venturing Advancement Requirement - What is Tier I, II, III, thing in Venturing
now? What and where to go on these adventures.
Troop/Crew Relations -Working Together: How to keep older Scouts involved in the Troop for the long haul by
providing programs tailored for older youth.
The Venturing Academy: An all-day skills program for Venturing youth only. Topics include Mentoring training, How
to lead a brainstorming session, Kodiak Challenge, Award and Training opportunities; annual planning with focus on
the next two Crew meetings and games. (Box Lunch)
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College of Commissioner Science Schedule
Session 1

Session 2

8:30:00 AM-9:30 AM

9:45:00 AM-10:45 AM

Session 3
11:00:00 AM-12:00
PM

BCS 201
Commissioner Basic

BCS 104 .1
Contacting Units

DCS 520
Assessing District
Health

Session 5
1:30:00 PM--2:30
PM

BCS 107 .1
Unit Journey to
Excellence

DCS 515

DCS 514
Commissioner &
Professional

BCS102
Supporting Charter
Renewal

MCS 301
Ontime Charter
Renewal

BCS 110 .2

BCS 105 .2
Practical Solutions
to Unit Needs

BCS 106 .2
Commissioner
Priorities

District & Council JTE

BCS 106 .1
Commissioner
Priorities

BCS 121

MCS 318
Ten WaysTtowards
Good Commissioner
Service

Commissioner Style

BCS 104 .2

Session 6
2:45:00 PM--3:45
PM
MCS 401
New Unit UC Training

BCS 116 .1
Collaborative
Assessments

BCS 105 .1
Practical Solutions to
Unit Needs

Intro to Venturing
Cmsr

Session 4
12:15:00 PM--1:15
PM
ACS001
Lunch & Learn

Contacting Units

BCS 116 .2
Collaborative
Assessments

BCS 119

MCS 302

MCS 306

Unit & Council
Finance

Counseling Skills

CED720
Commissioners Diversity/Inclusion

DCS 508 .1
Administering
Lifesaving

CED721
Generational
Diversity

MCS 324
Preventing Cmsnr
Burnout

BCS 129
Emphasizing Duty
to God

BCS 113
Essentials of Scouts
with Disabilities

BCS 118
Scouting with
Disabilities

MCS 322
Adv. Scouting with
Disabilities

MCS 316
Service in Rural
Areas

MCS 315
Service in Urban
Areas

MCS 311

MCS 312

All about ADCs

Recruiting UCs

MCS 313
Orienting & Training
Cmsnrs

CED 710.2
Scouting & LDS

DCS 601
Doctoral workshop

BCS 202

BCS 154

BCS 155

Roundtable Commissioner Basic

Cub Scout
Roundtables

Boy Scout
Roundtables

BCS 152
Using the Roundtable
Program Guides

BCS 107 .2
Unit Journey to
Excellence

Webelos to Scout
Transition

MCS 324
Preventing Cmsnr
Burnout

BCS 151
The Roundtable
Commissioner Team

Session 7
4:00:00 PM--5:00PM

BCS 156
Recruiting, Training and
Recognizing Roundtable
Team Members

BCS 153
Promoting
Roundtable

Course Descriptions
To help you find the right courses, we have grouped the courses into ‘tracks’ based on Commissioner role or interest areas. The
codes appear here, as well as in each appropriate course description:
BASIC – Basic Training for Role-Specific Courses – BCS201 (UC), MCS401 (New Unit), BCS202 (RTC), BCS203 (DC-ADC)
SVC – Unit Service – BCS104, BCS107, BCS116
MEM – Membership – BCS102, MCS103, ACS202
RTC - Roundtable Commissioners & Staff – BCS202 (basic), BCS151-BCS156
DCADC – District & Asst. District Commissioners – BCS203 (basic), MCS311, MCS312, MCS313, DCS514, DCS515, DCS520
CRISIS – Crisis Management – MCS303, MCS304, DCS508, CED716
DIS – Scouting with Disabilities – BCS113, BCS118, MCS322
DIV – Diversity in Scouting – BCS115, CED721, CED723, CED724, CED716
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While these codes/tracks are intended to help you find courses that are best suited for your role, any Commissioner may take any
course that they are interested in. In addition to the topical courses above, we have a wide range of electives – BCS105, BCS106,
BCS110, BCS119, BCS121, BCS129, MCS302, MCS306, MCS309, MCS315, MCS316, MCS318, MCS324, CED710.
For those who will be receiving their recognition for completing the requirements for their degree, a brief ceremony will occur at
5:15 PM in the Mac Ballroom (where registration/check-in occurred).
If you have specific questions concerning your degree pursuit or eligibility of a course within the Commissioner’s College, please
contact the Dean of Commissioner Sciences: Jon Blount at jebmlb@msn.com.

Course Descriptions
ACS001
BCS102
BCS104
BCS105
BCS106
BCS107
BCS110
BCS113
BCS116
BCS118
BCS119
BCS121
BCS129
BCS151
BCS152
BCS153
BCS154
BCS155
BCS156
Version 6

Lunch & Learn : This "Working Lunch" will cover current topical issues at both national and council levels. It will count
as one (1) course credit toward the degree plan you are currently working towards and can be taken again in
subsequent years.
Supporting Charter Renewal: Since Commissioners are a huge part of ensuring on-time unit charter renewal, this
course explains the charter concept and steps in the annual process. [NEW for 2016] [UC MEM]
Unit Visitation: Commissioners’ primary role as a friend to the unit is to help the unit succeed. At the core of unit
service and the most basic task is the unit visit. This is where the unit can experience the caring and support that the
commissioner offers. [UC SVC]
Practical Solutions To Common Unit Needs: A Commissioner’s primary purpose is to help units succeed, develop a
better program, and operate effectively. Frequently Commissioners are called upon to assist units with concerns that
could hinder the unit’s success.
Commissioner Priorities: Know your units—our no. 1 priority. This course will give you ideas on how to do just that.
[UC SVC]
Unit Journey to Excellence (JTE): Learn about the elements of the Unit Journey to Excellence and what it takes to
ensure success in every unit. [NEW for 2016] [UC SVC]
Commissioner Style: This course presents important qualities of commissioner diplomacy, a concept of "exceptional
service," thoughts about "roots and wings,” service recovery, and also explains how to remove a volunteer. [UC SVC]
Essentials of Scouts with Disabilities: The first of three new courses on how Commissioners can serve the units and
families of Scouts with disabilities. [NEW for 2016] [DIS]
Collaborative Assessments: Learn how the Unit Service Plan is a better way to provide unit service by supporting all
elements of excellent unit service and our approach to starting and sustaining high-performing units. [NEW for 2016]
[UC SVC]
Scouting with Disabilities: The second of three new courses on how Commissioners can serve the units and families
of Scouts with disabilities. [NEW for 2016] [DIS]
WEBELOS-Scout Transition: This course will provide Commissioners with knowledge to share with unit leaders so they
can assist their units in seamless transitioning of WEBELOS into Boy Scouts.
Intro to Venturing Commissioner Science: Learn about the Venturing program and how the commissioner can be a
resource to the Crew.
Emphasizing Duty to God: How to have a visit that fulfills the commissioner’s ultimate responsibility of unit success.
The Roundtable Commissioner Team: This course will review the individual duties and responsibilities of each type of
member in the Roundtable Commissioner Team. [NEW for 2016] [RTC]
Using the Roundtable Program Guides: This course will review the Roundtable Planning Guides for Cub Scouts, Boy
Scouts to include Varsity Teams and the Venturing Monthly Program Forum, by looking at the roundtable guides for
each program and understanding the parts and pieces of each. [NEW for 2016] [RTC]
Promoting Roundtable: This course will help you deliver a quality and consistent roundtable and a strong marketing
campaign, which will attract and retain participants over time and impact their overall ability to lead their Scouting
units. [NEW for 2016] [RTC]
Cub Scout Roundtables: Cub Scout Roundtable staff will learn about different ways to present a fun roundtable that
pack leaders will want to attend. [NEW for 2016] [RTC]
Effective Boy Scout Roundtables: This course is for Roundtable staff to learn about holding Boy Scout Roundtables
that others want to attend. [NEW for 2016] [RTC]
Recruiting, Training and Recognizing Roundtable Team Members: Potential roundtable staff members are
everywhere— all you have to do is look. After that, they need to be trained and later recognized for their service. This
course will show you how. [NEW for 2016] [RTC]
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BCS201
BCS202
CED710
CED721
CED720
DCS508
DCS514
DCS515
DCS520
DCS601
MCS301
MCS302
MCS306
MCS311
MCS312
MCS313
MCS315
MCS316
MCS318
MCS322
MCS324
MCS401
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Commissioner Basic Training: Required for all Unit Commissioners. Prerequisite to all courses. (3 hours)
Roundtable Commissioner Basic Training: Required for all Roundtable Commissioners (3 hours) [NEW for 2016] [RTC]
Scouting In The LDS Church: This is an overview of the materials provided for discussion on Scouting in the LDS
Church. This course has been reviewed and approved by the LDS Church
Generational Diversity: As commissioners, we need to understand younger leaders to be able to recruit as
commissioners. In addition, understanding the younger generations enable commissioners to work more effectively
with unit leaders.
Commissioners - Diversity/Inclusion: Our society is constantly, rapidly changing and scouting must change with it.
This course helps commissioners to recognize and respond to diversity in the units they serve in a way that enables
membership growth and fulfillment of Scouting's values and mission.
Administrating Lifesaving: Administrative commissioners are taught to give leadership to a commissioner lifesaving
concept. [CRISIS]
Commissioner & Professional: Learn more about the relationship between the commissioner and the professional.
How can they work closely together to reach a common goal of providing quality service to units?
District Journey To Excellence (JTE): Learn about the elements of District Journey to Excellence (JTE) and what it takes
to ensure success in every area. [DCADC]
Assess District Health: Learn how to use resources to assist in identifying strengths and bring improvements to
weaknesses found in the district.
Doctoral Workshop: Includes DCS501 (Developing Thesis), DCS502 (Limiting the Scope), DCS503 (Developing the
Thesis/Project) and DCS504 (Thesis-Project Workshop) as a slightly condensed three-hour workshop, which will count
as the four doctoral classes listed.
Online Charter Renewal: This course will explore why units lapse their membership or drop, and how to prevent it
from occurring. [MEM]
Unit & Council Finance: This class provides an overview of the unit budget plan, who pays for Scouting at all levels,
from the unit to National, successful unit money-earning projects, and how to help units with special financial
needs.[NEW for 2016]
Counseling Skills: How to use counseling skills to help unit leaders develop their potential. [SVC CRISIS]
All About Assistant District Commissioners: ADCs are responsible for an assigned share of units in the district, and
they supervise the commissioners who serve those units [DCADC]
Recruiting New Unit Commissioners: Learn to develop and put into action a suitable recruiting plan. [DCADC]
Orienting and Training Commissioners: A session for all administrative commissioners. Covers training: new
commissioner orientation, basic training, and continuing education; and awards: Arrowhead Honor, and
Commissioner’s Key. [DCADC]
Commissioner Service in Urban Areas: This session focuses on those urban communities where poverty is a prevailing
influence and where community considerations require refinement and flexibility for volunteer-led packs, troops,
crews and posts to be successful. [NEW for 2016] [SVC]
Commissioner Service in Rural Areas: This course discusses how to implement a Scouting program in remote rural
areas, including areas that may be experiencing high growth, or with somewhat depressed economies, and some are
geographically remote. [NEW for 2016] [SVC]
Ten Ways Toward Good Commissioner Service: This session summarizes key factors in good commissioner service
found in other courses.
Advanced Scouting with Disabilities: Advanced Scouting with Disabilities, more helpful information
Preventing Commissioner Burnout: This course will look at some ways we can help overcome burnout situations and
motivate ourselves and others toward better tenure in the BSA.
New Unit - Unit Commissioners: Units are considered "new" for their first 36 months of tenure. This session gives the
New Unit-Unit Commissioner the tools for success for their assigned unit. The session will also be useful for district &
assistant district commissioners. (2 hours)
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College of General Studies Schedule
Session 1
8:30:00 AM-9:30
AM

Session 2
9:45:00 AM-10:45
AM

Session 3
11:00:00 AM-12:00
PM

Session 4
12:15:00 PM--1:15
PM
GEN201
Trainer's EDGE

Session 5
1:30:00 PM--2:30
PM

Session 6
2:45:00 PM--3:45
PM

Session 7
4:00:00 PM-5:00PM

GEN102
Charter Org
Representative
GEN111

GEN208

A Scout is Reverent

The Nova Award

GEN105
Intro to Planning &
Unit Finances

GEN115
Technology and
Scouting

GEN219.1

GEN113

Teaching Leadership in the Outdoors

Community Service

GEN117
Custom Neckerchief
Slides

GEN106
Leave No Trace
Camping

GEN103

GEN213

Aims & Methods

Social Media

GEN108
Native American
Cultural Awareness
in Scouting

GEN116
Guide to
Advancement
Overview

GEN112
Guide to Safe
Scouting -Risk
Mgmt

GEN206
Supporting Scouts
with ADHD/Special
Needs

GEN216
Creating a
Geocaching Course

GEN110

GEN101

Flag Etiquette

Texas Camp Code Youth Protection
GEN219.1

Teaching Leadership in the Outdoors

GEN212
Effective
Fundraising

GEN305
Managing District Activities
GEN114

GEN204

Geocaching to Promote Scouting

Public Relations for
Your Unit

GEN205

GEN308

GEN203

The Spectrum of
Autism

Leader Burnout

Campfire Magic

GEN119
Considering
Scoutbook? Advise
from Experienced
Users

GEN210

GEN304

GEN209

Scouting in the
Catholic Church

Philmont Training
Center

Family Camping
Chair Training

GEN307
Leadership
Succession Planning
GEN214
Vegetarian/Allergen
Cooking

GEN395
CPR Training

Course Descriptions
GEN101
GEN102
GEN103
GEN105
GEN106

GEN108

GEN110
GEN111

GEN112
GEN113
Version 6

Texas Camp Code Youth Protection: Youth Protection that satisfies the requirements set forth by the State of Texas
for resident camps longer than four nights.
Chartered Organization Representative: Learn about the duties, responsibilities and powers of the Chartered
Organization Representative - it's not just a signature on the application forms.
Aims and Methods: Scouting was founded on specific methods with specific aims (goals). This course will discuss
those methods and how to apply them to achieve those aims.
Intro to Planning & Unit Finances: The purpose of this course is twofold; understand the importance of the annual
program plan and how to finance your annual events.
Leave No Trace Camping: A thoughtful frame of mind and understanding of outdoor ethics is essential to maintaining
wilderness conservation. Learn the basic principles of Leave No Trace to maintain the outdoor experience for all
scouts to come.
Native American Cultural Awareness in Scouting: Ins & outs and dos & don’ts of the use of Native American culture
in your programs. Many programs in Scouting draw on the traditions of various Native American tribes, even the
Founders of Boy Scouting used.
Flag Etiquette: Knowing the U.S. Flag Code will give you confidence when teaching scouts how to handle the flag at
meetings, Courts of Honor or any daily or special event.
A Scout is Reverent: Scouting with Faith is about integrating a faith program throughout Scouting activities, as a core
component of character development while bringing deeper meaning to reach Scouts on a new level. Learn about
delivering a faith based program, whether your unit is of single faith, or mixed faiths. Discover how to support and
promote the Chaplain's Aide leadership position, collect and develop reusable resources, and opportunities for scouts
to engage in their respective faith.
Guide to Safe Scouting - Risk Management: Safety first. Scouting safety begins with leadership. This class will give
you an overview of how to keep your scouts safe using the Sandwich Principle.
Community Service: How can your unit serve its community? There are many ways you've probably never thought
about.
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GEN115
GEN116

GEN117
GEN119
GEN201
GEN203
GEN204
GEN205

GEN206

GEN208

GEN209

GEN210

GEN212
GEN213

GEN214
GEN216
GEN219

GEN304
GEN305
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Geocaching to Promote Scouting: Learn how to set up a geocaching course or how to use public courses in your unit.
Scout is "a game with a purpose." Geocaching is the game, learn its purpose.
Technology and Scouting: Mobile devices, social media, augmented reality, etc. - your Scouts understand it, do you?
Guide to Advancement Overview: This course provides a brief intro the Guide, the mentality of advancement and key
issues that create challenges for units or end up as questions sent to National. The 2017 revision will also be
previewed, including clarifications and improvements based on volunteer feedback nationwide.
Custom Neckerchief Slides: A custom neckerchief slide can make your unit stand out and enhance unit pride. Learn
the history of slides and hands on ideas for making slides your Scouts will enjoy.
Considering Scoutbook? Advise from Experienced Users: Learn the ability to access and maintain all your scouts
information with just a few clicks, or being able to do so from your smart phone. Learn this new tool.
Trainer's EDGE: Develop and refine training skills and presentation techniques. Required of all Wood Badge
presenters. See www.c10edge.org for more information and pre-course work requirements. (7 hrs)
Campfire Magic: Bring more life to your campfires with songs, skits and stories to create those magical moments of
scouting.
Public Relations for Your Unit: Get the word out - promote your unit and scouting and the same time. Learn how to
get events, photos and stories published.
The Spectrum of Autism: Most Scouts will encounter boys with autism spectrum disorders in their units, at camp and
a district/council events. Learn how to recognize these boy's strengths and difficulties and adapt your methods to
work with them.
Supporting Scouts with ADHD/Special Needs: Many Scouts demonstrate the hyperactivity, impulsivity, and/or
inattention that are characteristic of Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. This training focuses on explaining
these characteristics, demonstrating the challenges and opportunities they provide for Scout leaders, helping them
develop strategies for supporting Scouts with AD/HD, and enabling them to assist Scouts in getting the most out of
the Scouting program.
The NOVA Award: Understand BSA's new NOVA program. What is it and why was it created. How can you use it to
benefit your unit?
Family Camping Chair Training: This course is designed for the district Family Camping Chair and/or volunteers
interested in leading Family Camping events within their district. The session will give an understanding of the BSA
National Camping Standards and to help districts bring the very best Family Camping experience to Cub Scouts and
their families.
Scouting in the Catholic Church: An introduction to the National Catholic Committee on Scouting and what it offers to
new and established units. Discover the programs and services of the Diocese of Dallas Catholic Committee on
Scouting.
Effective Fundraising: Popcorn, car washes, selling candy and wreathes. How do you finance your troop’s activities?
This session will help you find new ways and the right ways to finance the fun and business of an active unit.
Social Media: Is your unit harnessing the power of social media? Learn how Facebook, Twitter, blogs and other
channels can help you recruit youth, engage existing members, and showcase your unit's successes. Through creative
ideas and best practices, you'll leave ready to make social media one of your unit's best marketing tools. We'll also
help you "Be Prepared" for the various laws and regulations that apply to social media to make sure you're compliant.
Vegetarian/Allergen Cooking:
Creating Geocaching Courses: Augment your unit's advancement program with geocaching. We will examine what
requirements are easily adaptable and how to chose age appropriate caches.
Teaching Leadership in the Outdoors: What are the core leadership skills in the outdoors? Then developing these
skills in the Scouts outdoors. Learning to stand back and let the Leadership develop in the Outdoors. Using the
Outdoors to further your units programs.
Philmont Training Center: See what's available at the Philmont Training Center for the Scout, Scouter and the whole
family. Learn how to make this a family vacation.
Managing District Activities: The how-to course for creating and managing fun and successful district and council
activities. Learn the importance of and how to work themes, finding and managing staff, how to make the budget
and registration system work for you, and more. For camp directors, activity chairs, and anyone interested in running
a successful event.
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Leadership Succession Planning: Does your unit have an Annual Plan? This class will provide you some tools, insights,
and discussions on a very critical aspect of Scouting – leadership succession planning. Let’s discuss typical leadership
roles, how to identify future leaders, and how to get them to commit. This is a MUST for unit committee chairs,
chartered organization representatives, unit leaders, and anyone else interested in the “survival” of their unit.
Leader Burnout: How to avoid it in yourself and others.
Certified Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR): This half day long course will provide the necessary training and
requirements to earn your CPR certification. It will require some preliminary work before the course in order to
receive your CPR trained certification. Each participant needs to bring an additional $35 for certification.
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CampMaster Access
If you have not accessed CampMaster recently, it is a new version. Please pay attention to the changes.
CampMaster is the Circle Ten Council’s online registration and payment system. Please be prepared to schedule courses and submit
payment at the time of registration for the 2018 University of Scouting as your registration and course selection will not be accepted
unless the registration fee is paid and must be paid within one hour following the completion of registration.
You may access CampMaster by visiting the following website:

http://circle10.camp-master.com
If you do not have a CampMaster login please refer to the above URL to create an account.
All financial payment information is stored with Authorize.Net, the council’s electronic processing provider, not within CampMaster.
Therefore, when updating payment profiles, when you press the Save To Bank Now button your profile update is immediately
transmitted to the financial institution. All other updates such as your contact info, unit membership and security info are updated
when you press the Save Changes button.
If you have an existing CampMaster login please select the “Login” pull down menu and select “CampMaster Login”. Enter your
information to login and look for the University of Scouting event. Select the event and begin your registration process.

CampMaster Registration for the 2018 University of Scouting
Once you have a CampMaster account established, you will need to find the University of Scouting Event in CampMaster and
register for the event. You will complete your registration and course selection before you check out from the shopping cart. Be
ready to select your courses as you begin your registration. You may return later to change or add courses as needed.

Check out our University of Scouting web page for updates and info:
University of Scouting | Circle Ten Council
http://circleten.org/university-scouting
If you have any questions, suggestions or comments please send them via email to
Jimmy@GreenwoodJr.com

Thank you for your gift of feedback!
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